Hervé Straeten
hervÉ van der straeten is approaching ... - maison gerard - hervé van der straeten. born in 1965 in
savigny-sur-orge, to the south of paris, van der straeten studied painting at the École des beaux-arts in the
french capital, but while there, he began to design and make jewelry. his ﬁrst pieces, created from black
rubber elements and brass wire, brought hervé van der straeten, and the globe lanterns are ing by ... hervé van der straeten, and the globe lanterns are by jamb; custom-made metal cabinets flank a paint-ing by
mark francis, the curtains are of a romo silk, and the walls are covered in barkskin. see resources. one of the
most astonishing transformations in new york city has been the chic of tangier - departures - the chic of
tangier for designer bruno frisoni and artist hervÉ van der straeten, creating a home in modern-day morocco
was about respecting the past and pushing the envelope. photographs by venetia dearden i t’s 9:30 p.m. on a
friday in tangier, and bruno frisoni and hervé van der van der straeten - patrimoine-vivant - the designer
hervé van der straeten. this bronze workshop manufactures furniture, lamps and mirrors. it proposes
exclusively very upmarket items of furniture, principally unique pieces, as well as customized pieces for
interior decorators. the pieces designed by van der straeten are presented annually at an exhibition organised
in van der straeten - robilant + voena - hervé van der straeten presents a selection of chandeliers, mirrors
and furniture displayed along with artworks by artists represented by robilant+voena, including lucio fontana,
yves klein, andy warhol and nicolas poussin. herve van der straeten - ralphpucci - herve van der straeten
console twist 515 edition 60 polished stainless steel and brass l.51 in x w.18 in x h.33 in 132 lbs. title:
herve_van_der_straeten created date: modern francophile - johnkanderson - anderson visited hervé van
der straeten’s workshop in the marais, where they snapped up an extraordinary moustaches no. 408 mirror
and other key objects, while vintage pieces such as a fireplace mantel came from paris flea markets. a joseph
dirand-designed boutique for chloé on rue saint honoré was yet another powerful inspiration. gazette drouot
- galerie flore - straeten gallery. 11, rue ferdinand duval. 75004 paris. vanderstraeten zig-zag shaped lamp.
the furniture items possess massive forms enlivened by the dynamic character of the objects. hervé’s
sketchbooks drawing is the basis of hervé van der straeten’s work. his sketchbooks teem with ideas, and are
as distinct and meticulous as ...
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